
  

 

 
CTI-TC Weekly Working Call 

 

Meeting Date: July 21, 2017 

Time: 11:00 am EDT 

Purpose: Weekly CTI TC STIX SC  

 

Attendees: 

Allan Thomson 
Gary Katz 
Curtis Kostrosky 

Ivan Kirillov 
John-Mark Gurney 
Christian Hunt 

Masato Terada 
Jane Ginn - Recorder 
 

Agenda: 

• Malware SDO 
 

Meeting Notes: 
Ivan 
 Comparison of Sandboxes – Symantec, FireEye and Cuckoo 
Allan 
 Different types of Sandboxes.  Some information is summarized. Some is detailed 
Ivan 
 If you can help us review, that would be good 
Allan 
 I have one vendor that beat all of the other vendors in the NSS Labs test 
  I can look – I cannot share – We looked at criteria for non-Windows analysis 
Ivan 
 I’ll build a table to compare 
 Went through the attributes – Discussion on implementation_languages property 
Gary 
 Made an argument that the time of day of compiler 
Allan 
 People de-compile all the time 
Gary 
 Malware that we decompiled occur between this time and this time and it is usually 
 At during the working times for specific countries 
Ivan 
 Do we need to call out separately? We already have 
Gary 
 I retract my suggestion. We don’t want to have it in two places 
Allan 
 I’m fine with the way you are capturing compiler information 
Ivan 
 We need to update the information on the x509 Certificates 
Allan  
 Is that just a list? 
Ivan 
 Yes 
 Also, I pulled some of the information on Malware Families into a summary table at the top 
 The next question I have is the A/V results type – How do we handle the product field 
Allan 
 [Pointed out the legal constraints about redistributing VirusTotal data] 
 I’d make it a string 
Ivan 
 When we originally thought, we wanted to have a way to capture it 
Allan 
 If you cannot redistribute the product name – do you need to share it at all 
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Gary 
 There are other tools that report that information 
  There are some that do report it 
Allan 
 And there are some that build their analytics on it 
 We may want to make this field optional and make it as a string 
Gary 
 Why are we using an ov?  Gave example of when people put Symantec, others 
  Put Symantec Inc… etc.  With an ov, it would be better to standardize 
Allan 
 When the marketing department wants to rebrand 
  Maybe you can capture this conversation and ask from more input 
 I prefer a string, but I get Gary’s point about an ov 
Ivan 
 Let me capture it as a comment and we’ll see what people think 
 OK, the rest of the properties are from VirusTotal. We’ve been through these 
 So, let’s talk through the Relationships 
 [Walked through the Relationships] 
Allan 
 [Gave an example of real-world use cases for email delivery of malware] 
Ivan 
 [Looked at Tools section] 
Allan 
 This is an example of where we need to make sure we model it the same way 
Ivan 
 Attack pattern is abstract 
 Infrastructure is an open question – We’re not sure if it is going to make it into 2.1 
 Let’s think through that one – I’ll try to put together some examples 
 All right… then we have ‘targeting’ 
Allan 
 [Discussion of how Sighting is handled by Malware] 
Ivan 
 [Walked us through Reverse Relationships]  
 [Documented comments in Google Doc] 
 OK, we are at the top of the hour 
 We will have the call next week  
  Thanks everyone! 
 
 
  
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Meeting Terminated 
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